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A really fun and effective team building game increases unity, cohesion and trust within a team
or group. In addition to providing fun, energizing and memorable social experiences your group
will never forget, team building games also make a team stronger and more cohesive at work, in
the classroom and more.When a group of youth or adults work or often associate together its is
important that the “mesh” or “get along” in the best way possible, team building activities can
increase cohesion by helping others to understand one another and want to help one another.
Remember; productivity, efficiency and quality are always increased when people trust each
other.If your objective is to build unity amongst your class, church or work mates then you have
come to the right place. ReallyFunGroupGames.com has provides this fun and book of effective
team building games for you to use when leading and training YOUR team.



Really Fun Team Building Gamesby Jeff Millett Copy Right 2014 “Really Fun
Edition” A really fun and effective team building game increases unity,
cohesion and trust within a team or group. In addition to providing fun, energizing and
memorable social experiences your group will never forget, team building games also make a
team stronger and more cohesive at work, in the classroom and more. When a group of youth or
adults work or often associate together its is important that the “mesh” or “get along” in the best
way possible, team building activities can increase cohesion by helping others to understand
one another and want to help one another. Remember; productivity, efficiency and quality are
always increased when people trust each other. If your objective is to build unity amongst your
class, church or work mates then you have come to the right place. has provides this fun and
book of effective team building games for you to use when leading and training YOUR
team. Table of Contents Can We Count To Ten?Take A Guess.Tell Me, Tell Me LiesNever Ever
Have IBanana ScuffleThe Great Breeze BlowsThe Bigger The BetterThe Fame GameShow, Go,
SMACK!!Say It or Pay!Name!!!Speedy SofaBeat the CrackerJumble the NamesLeaning Tower
of PisaData ProcessingGuess it...?Similar and Different Can We Count To Ten? Can WE
Count to TEN? is a team building activity that checks up on your math as well as the way you
support others in a team. Get a group together and see how long it takes you to make it from one
to ten with this twisted team building counting game. This game helps people in team building
since everyone needs to not only participate, but also listen to others around them. This group
game requires everyone to be a part of the game, which helps it work well as an icebreaker
too. Gathering everyone in a circle, make sure that everyone is silent before you start the
game. When you are satisfied that everyone is quiet enough, say the magic word: “Go!” At
RANDOM, people need to begin calling out the numbers numerically, starting at 1. No skipping
numbers. Anyone can give the next number at any time, but as soon as more than one person
calls a single number simultaneously, the count starts over again at 1. Everyone in the group
must have said a number by the time you get to ten. EXAMPLEJimmy – “GO!”Sarah – “1”Billy –
“2”John – “3”Jessica – “4”Jeff – (eagerly says) “4” (at the same time as Jessica) START
OVER. Look at each other’s eyes and try not to speak over someone if it looks like they want to
say a number. As soon as you can make it to ten without two people speaking at once, you’ve
won. Want to challenge yourself a little more? Try 20! Take A Guess. Take a Guess! is a good
ice breaker game that will break the ice QUICKLY at any event. This game will help teammates,
classmates and coworkers get to know each other a little better, building trust and unity between
the participants. Everyone gets a chance to learn more than one interesting fact about the others
around them. When they do so, you will foster more camaraderie and team spirit. Even with
people you know well, you will learn more. You can do the preparation part as people are arriving
or at a specific time during the party. You will need sheets of paper, 3x5 cards, or something to
write on and some pens. First, have all the people in your group write down on a piece of paper a



strange, interesting, or true fact about themselves. Make sure it is something that nobody else
would ever know about them. (Do not have them write names on the paper.) If you want to
spend more time doing the activity or if you want a more intimate get to know you exercise, you
can have everyone put 3 to 5 facts about themselves down. Give an ample amount of time for
the brainstorming part of this activity as it often takes time for people to think of three things that
are unique to them.
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